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Warmaster
Synopsis

Warmaster is a set of fantasy miniatures wargame rules developed by the same company as produced Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000 and Lord of the Rings miniatures rules. This is not a complete game; players are required to independently purchase miniatures and construct a playing surface (wargames terrain). The game is scaled for 10mm miniatures (1:144, N Scale), and is designed to represent combat at the regiment and brigade level set in a fantasy/renaissance technology world. In Warmaster, combat and casualty calculations occur at the stand level. That is, for every stand in a unit, a number of dice are rolled in combat. As whole stands are removed by sustaining casualties, the number of dice similarly decreases. The command mechanism in Warmaster is simple but evocative. Each leader model has a Command factor. To issue a command, such as `move forward` to a unit, two dice must be rolled against that target command factor. For every subsequent order attempted the target number becomes more difficult to achieve. As a consequence, despite being on the surface a move-counter move system, the turns are variable length and each player may not have the full opportunity to achieve everything they may want to. This simple mechanism introduces enjoyable tension into what is otherwise a largely conventional set of wargame rules.
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Customer Reviews

Mighty battles on the Tabletop. This book comprises a complete guide to playing tabletop fantasy wargames with the Warmaster range of models. Detail game rules for fighting tabletop battles between two or more players, advance rules cover magic spells, sieges and fortresses, battle honours, umpires and campaigns of conquest as well as ship and boats, eight different battlefield
scenarios based on heroic conflict, complete army list for six awesome armies, empire, undead, chaos, orcs, high elves and dwarfs, ample rule summaries, comprehensively illustrated with artwork and photographs
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